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... Den vil bidrage med at opfriske din luft, stimulere lugtesansen og løfte 
velværen i dit hjem. I denne manual kan du læse, hvordan du bruger, samt 
passer godt på Clay. Vi beder dig læse instruktionerne grundigt, før du 
tager din diffuser i brug. Vi yder ingen garanti, hvis skader sker pga. for-
kert håndtering. Du er selv ansvarlig for at passe på diffuseren. Det er et 

‘sensitivt’ apparat som du skal gøre ren og passe på.

User Manual

Getting StartedYour Mia Diffuser Lamp Mist and Timer Setting Light Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switch Lamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer 7

10 11

Timer indicator12

8
9

Vent cover4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet1

Ceramic cover 2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

SpecificationsMaintenance TroubleshootingSafety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent

DAMP UDGANG

INDERLÅG

LÅG TIL LUFT-INDSUG

! LUFT-INDSUG

BAMBUS FUNDAMENT

LYS-KNAP

DIODER TIL NAVIGATION

KERAMISK LÅG

VAND-TANK

ULTRALYDSPLADE

STRØM-TILKOBLING

DAMP-KNAP 

Tillykke med din air diffuser...

Hvis du er en ’duftelsker’ ligesom os, sparer CLAY dig for mange forure-
nende duftlys mm. Den holder igen og igen, modsat duftprodukter vi 
smidder ud efter brug. Det eneste du behøver er postevand og  eventuelt 
et par dråber æterisk olie. CLAY er lavet af ægte keramik, bambus, BPA-
frit plast og LED-lys. Dermed er den et bæredygtigt alternativ til duft-
produkter i hjemmet. Clay bruger ultralyd-teknologi som forvandler vand 
til ultra-fin damp der frigives i luften. Hvis du tilføjer æteriske olier, vil den 
derfor straks blive spredt uden at blive brændt.



1 Placér diffuseren et jævnt sted..

2 Tag keramiklåget og inderlåget af diffuseren.

3 Sæt adapteren til din diffuser i bunden, men vent med at 
sætte den i en stikkontakt.

4 Brug en lille flaske eller målekande til at hælde vand i vand-
tanken. Hold aldrig diffuseren ind under en åben vandha-
ne! Du må fylde op til ”MAX”-linjen og ikke mere.

5 Hvis du ønsker duft i diffuseren, dryp 2-8 dråber ren, æte-
risk olie ned sammen med vandet. Du kan her styre, hvor 
meget duft du vil have i, men kom ikke mere i en 2-8 dråber.

6 Sæt låget på diffuseren igen og sæt stikket i stikkontakten.

7 Tryk på damp-knappen (venstre knap - 7A) for at starte dif-
fuseren. Tryk på lys-knappen (højre knap - 7B) for at tæn-
de lyset. Se de mange indstillingsmuligheder for diffuseren 
under punktet Damp og Lys.

Sæt igang!
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Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.
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4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.
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1st click   
always on mist
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Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 
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3 hour mist
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Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid 3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

Specifications MaintenanceTroubleshooting Safety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

ProblemPossible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.
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3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.
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Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
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Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
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Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
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cover and clean the 
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The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.
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In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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User Manual

Getting StartedYour Mia Diffuser Lamp Mist and Timer Setting Light Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switch Lamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer 7

10 11

Timer indicator12

8
9

Vent cover4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet1

Ceramic cover 2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

SpecificationsMaintenance TroubleshootingSafety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.
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together once

Enable
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Disable
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Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.
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amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 
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NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 
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Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
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Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 
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beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
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In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.
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3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.
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Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.
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Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 
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Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
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according to the 
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Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
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Too much water
Dump the excess 
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level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.
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indicator is on, 

the fan works, 
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blocking the air going 
into the vent 
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In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.
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Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
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Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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Getting Started Your Mia Diffuser LampMist and Timer SettingLight Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer SettingLight Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switchLamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer7

1011

Timer indicator 12

8
9

Vent cover 4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet 1

Ceramic cover2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid 3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

Specifications MaintenanceTroubleshooting Safety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

ProblemPossible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent

Når diffuseren er ny, skal den køres i gang ca. 15-30 min, 
før den virker optimalt.

www.mindfood.shop/GUIDE


Damp

Dampen styres med venstre knap

User Manual

Getting StartedYour Mia Diffuser Lamp Mist and Timer Setting Light Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switch Lamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer 7

10 11

Timer indicator12

8
9

Vent cover4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet1

Ceramic cover 2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

SpecificationsMaintenance TroubleshootingSafety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent

Interval

Du kan indstille din diffuser til at køre i intervaller á 30 sek. Sådan gør du: 
Når du har tændt for dampen, holder du venstre knap inde i 3 sek. og den 
højre diode vil blinke. Nu er intervalfunktionen aktiveret og diffuseren 
vil stadig køre i den valgte tid (se ovenstående). For at deaktivere funk-

tionen, holdes venstre knap igen inde i 3 sek. og højre diode lyser igen.

Damp-knap

1. tryk Damp tænder - Kører konstant til tom tank    

2. tryk Diffuseren kører 1 time   

3. tryk Diffuseren kører 3 timer   

4. tryk Diffuseren kører 8 timer (max)   

5. tryk Diffuseren slukker for dampen   
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Lys

Lyset styres med højre knap
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Getting Started Your Mia Diffuser LampMist and Timer SettingLight Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer SettingLight Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switchLamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer7

1011

Timer indicator 12

8
9

Vent cover 4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet 1

Ceramic cover2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid 3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia

Specifications MaintenanceTroubleshooting Safety Precautions

Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

ProblemPossible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent

Lys-knap

Natlys
 Når dampen slukker ved tom 

tank, bliver lyset det også. Ønsker 
du, at lyset fortsætter, aktiveres 
”natlys”. Tænd for dampen og ly-

set i den ønskede indstilling. Her-
efter holdes begge knapper inde 

3 sek. og venstre og midterste 
dioder blinker. For at deaktivere 

funktionen, gentages dette.

1. tryk Lyset tænder på højt niveau

2. tryk Lyset skruer ned på lav niveau

3. tryk Lyset ”ånder” (skruer langsomt op og ned)

4. tryk Lyset slukker

Søvnhjælper
En funktion hvor lyset gradvist 

dæmpes over 30 minutter. Sådan 
gør du: Når du har tændt lyset, 
hold da blot højre knap inde i 3 
sekunder indtil de 3 dioder blin-
ker én efter én. For at deaktivere 
funktionen tryk på højre knap en 

gang og lyset vil slukke.



Vi anbefaler, at du rengør diffuseren jævnligt - gerne 1 gang om ugen, hvis 
du bruger den hver dag. Olie kan over tid ophobe sig på ultralydspladen 
(7). Hvis du vil skifte olie, bør du også følge proceduren: 

1 Sluk diffuseren - afbryd strømmen fuldstændig.

2 Tag låget af. Hvis der er vand i tanken, tøm nu fra ”drain-side”.

3 Fyld vandtanken (5) med lunkent postevand. Tilsæt 1 
tsk. citronsyre eller eddike i vandet og lad det 
virke 5 minutter.

4 Rengør den lille ultralydsplade (7) i bunden af 
tanken med en vatpind. Pas på - den er følsom!

5 Tøm vandtanken af ”drain-siden” og tør den af 
med en ren klud.

6 Ydersiden (2) af diffuseren skylles under vand-
hanen og tørres af med i et rent viskestykke.

Virker din diffuser ikke, kan det skyldes, at du... A) ikke har tilkoblet strøm 
(8). B) ikke har fyldt vand i tanken (5). C) har fyldt for meget vand i tanken. 
D) har fyldt for varmt eller koldt vand på - det skal være lunkent. E) skal 
rengøre diffuseren (se afsnit om rengøring). F) At noget blokerer indsuget 
under diffuseren - rengør/tør bunden (9). G) At du skal tørre luft-inds-
ugets låget af - tag det af og aftør forsigtigt (4).

Hvis diffuseren stadig ikke virker, prøves denne procedure: 1) Frakobl 
strøm. 2) Hæld al væske ud af din diffuser (af drain-siden). 3) Under dif-
fuseren er et hul (det største). Læn diffuseren en anelse mod dette hul og 
se, om der kommer vand ud. 4) Ryst diffuseren forsigtigt, men bestemt, 
fra side til side. 5) Stil diffuseren til at tørre i 24 timer og prøv den så igen.

Rengøring

Deffekt diffuser?
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Getting StartedYour Mia Diffuser Lamp Mist and Timer Setting Light Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switch Lamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer 7

10 11

Timer indicator12

8
9

Vent cover4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet1

Ceramic cover 2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.

Mia
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Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent



 ! Din diffuser skal jævnligt ren-
gøres - Se afsnittet i denne ma-
nual.

 ! Brug kun postevand og udeluk-
kende naturlige æteriske olier.

 ! Når du skal tømme din diffuser 
for vand, så hæld altid fra”drain 
siden” (se pilen i bunden af vand-
tanken) - Se nedenstående illu-
stration.

 ! Hvis du ikke skal bruge air dif-
fuseren i et stykke tid, skal den 
tømmes for vand og olie.

 ! Der må aldrig komme væske 
ned i luft-indsuget (6) som er 
placeret øverst på den høje søj-
le inde i selve vandtanken.

 ! Tilt, ryst eller flyt aldrig diffuse-
ren, mens der er væske i tanken.

 ! Brug ikke rengørings-, opløs-
nings- eller slibemidler til ren-
gøringen.

Vigtige advarsler

DRAIN-SIDEN

Når du skal tømme din 
diffuser for vand, skal du 
altid hælde af ”Drain”-si-
den! Se pilen i bunden af 
vandtanken (5).
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Getting StartedYour Mia Diffuser Lamp Mist and Timer Setting Light Setting

Welcome to your new Mia. Please read this manual before 
operating your Mia and keep it for future reference.

1.Remove the ceramic cover.

    Never fill water exceeding its maximum water mark level. Otherwise 
     mist will not be generated properly. 
    

    

4. 

6. 5. Cover the inner lid and 

    the ceramic cover.

2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 

Power socket 
(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch

1st click   
always on mist

1st click
Brighter light  

2nd click
Weaker light

3rd click
Breathing light 

4th click
Turn off light

Press for 2 sec.

2nd click   
1 hour mist 

3rd click   
3 hour mist

4th click  
8 hour mist 

5th click   
turn off mist

Mist and timer switch Lamp switch

Wood base

5

Atomizer 7

10 11

Timer indicator12

8
9

Vent cover4

Air vent
MAX water level

6

Mist outlet1

Ceramic cover 2

Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.
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Model: M1-RO / M1-B / M1-C / M1-R

Atomization mode: Ultrasonic

Water tank capacity: 180ml (6.08 fl. oz.)

Power input: DC 24V, 12W

Mist Mode: Continuous/Intermittent

Product Size: 5.1"x5.1"x5" (129*129*127mm)  

Light Mode: Brighter / Weaker / Breathing / Sleep Helper 

Timer Mode: 1H / 3H / 8H / ON

Working Time: up to 9 hours - continuous mode

                        up to 18 hours - intermittent mode

Accessories: Adaptor / Manual 

Made in China

Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 

humidity, and the size of space

NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 

When the product is not in use for any extended periods of time, turn the unit off and 

remove the power supply.

Always place the unit on a firm, flat surface. It is also recommended that you choose a 

surface that is protected from the possibility of water spills. Never place the device on 

carpet or flooring that can be damaged from coming into contact with moisture and 

wetness.

DO NOT touch the unit if it has fallen into water. REMOVE POWER immediately.

DO NOT place or drop the unit into water or any other liquid.

Use the device only as described in this manual.

NEVER drop, clog, or insert any objects into the opening.

DO NOT Place the unit near any heat or combustible materials.

ALWAYS keep the cord away from high temperature. 

NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.

NEVER COVER the unit while it is operating.

STOP using the product if the power cord or any parts of the unit are damaged.

DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any parts in the unit.

Should you notice an unusual sound or smell discontinue use immediately.

Keep this unit out of reach of children.

When the product is at the end of its life, we recommend disposal at a collection point 

for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, rather than with household 

waste. 

Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 

effectively

The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 

but no mist 

comes out

Some objects or water
beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
clean the water 
underneath the diffuser.

MT.18.9.21

In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent
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2. Remove the inner lid.

Water tank 
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(on the back)

Timer Setting Light Mode Switch
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always on mist

1st click
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Breathing light 
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Turn off light
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Be sure to use extract pure essential oils 

100% from natural ingredients. To avoid 

damage to this device, NEVER use 

artificially produced synthetic perfume.

To switch between 2 mist mode, 

please press switch for 2 seconds 

until indicator blinks:

Note: Timer is not interrupted whenever mist mode is changed.

Brightness of light gradually increases and 
decreases in cycles.

Inner lid3

3. Fill the water tank to or below MAX water mark level.

Mist Mode Setting

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper 

Sleep Helper mode is lamp timer function 
tailored to turn off lamp gently in 30 minutes.

To activate, press switch for 2 seconds until 3 
indicators turns on and off one by one.

To deactivate, short click the switch again. The 
lamp will be turned off directly.

 Never add water around air vent.  

Add 5-10 drops of natural essential 

oil into the water tank. 

Plug the head of power adaptor into 

the power jack on the back of base 

and plug the power adaptor into 

the wall socket.

Intermittent mist 
( 30 sec. on /30 sec. off )        

Continuous mist

Breathing Light 

Note: Sleep Helper function is only available for       
         "Brighter Light" and "Weaker Light" mode.

Press for 2 sec.

Mist Mode Selection

Independent Night Light Setting

By default, Mia’s lamp is shut off together with mist when “Timer”or 
“Auto Shutoff” function is activated. However,  you can still set the 
lamp to work completely independent of “Timer” and “Auto Shutoff” 
functions, if needed.

Click both switches 

together once

Enable
Independent Light 

Disable
Independent Light

Enable Independent Night Light 
To enable Independent Light, please click both “Mist Switch” and 
“Lamp Switch” together once until you see “1H” and “3H” 
indicators blink alternately. 

Disable Independent Night Light
To reset, please repeat the same operation until you see “3H” and 
“8H” indicators blink alternately.
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Important Points You Must Know

When water tank is empty, mist function will not be turned on. 

Water temperature, room temperature or humidity can affect the 

amount of mist resulting in shorter operating time.

Due to water temperature or water quality, the amount of mist can 

be less at the beginning.

Fragrance results may vary depending on ventilation, temperature, 
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NEVER empty the water from air vent side! 
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remove the power supply.
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NEVER USE outdoors. Your unit is rated for indoor use only.
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Problem Possible cause Solutions

Insufficient water 

Ultrasonic atomizer 
is clogged

Water drip is blocking 
the air vent inside 
the water tank

Refill the water tank

Clean the atomizer 
according to the 
instructions in this 
manual

Power supplier is not 
connected  

Plug the adapter into 
the power socket and 
press the mist button

Too much water
Dump the excess 
water until water 
level is below MAX line

Remove the air vent 
cover and clean the 
water on the top of 
air vent

The diffuser has an ultrasonic atomizer found in the center of 
water tank. Please clean the atomizer carefully using a cotton 
swab or a soft clean damp cloth at least once every week. You 
can clean the unit more often depends on your usage.

NEVER apply aggressive force or shape object during cleaning 
process. Otherwise, the misting function can be damaged. 

Please make sure to unplug the adapter from the power outlet 
when cleaning.

Patented Product

Empty and clean the water tank when not in use. If necessary, 
please only use kitchen detergent when cleaning.

The mist function 

is not working

Mist function 

is not working 
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The mist ON 

indicator is on, 

the fan works, 
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beneath the diffuser are
blocking the air going 
into the vent 
underneath the diffuser

Remove the object(s)
beneath the diffuser or
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In the event of the diffuser being knocked over or tipped during use, 
some water may get into the air vent. A drain hole at the base is 
designed to drain the water from the diffuser. The product’s function 
is NOT impacted when water leaks from the base.

   

Accidental Leakage

Water drain hole

Take below steps to avoid water leakage:
   Use the measuring cup to add water. 
   NEVER shake diffuser with water. 
   DO NOT move diffuser with water.

Air vent

 ! Brug kun den originale adapter, 
som følger med diffuseren.

 ! Rør aldrig den lille cirkel (ultra-
lydspladen) i bunden af tanken 
(7). Den kan forsigtigt gøres ren 
med en vatpind. Brug ikke skar-
pe eller spidst genstande til at 
rengøre.

 ! Din dif fuser udskiller fug t . 
Placér ikke diffuseren i, på eller i 
nærheden af fugt-følsomme ob-
jekter.

 ! Når vandtanken er tom, vil diffu-
seren automatisk slukke.

 ! Brug aldrig kogende eller meget 
koldt vand i din diffuser. Brug 
lunkent vand.

 ! Rumtemperatur, vandtempera-
tur og luftfugtighed har indfly-
delse på mængden af damp der 
kommer ud af damp-udgangen 
(1).
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